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Dear Senator Finegold, Representative Campbell, and members of the committee:
Thank you for holding this week’s hearing on bills related to data use, data privacy, the Internet, and
broadband access. I am writing on behalf of Access Now in support of S.46, An Act establishing the
Massachusetts Information Privacy Act (“MIPA”) and S.48, An Act to ensure a free and open internet in
the commonwealth, also known as the Internet Freedom Act (“IFA”), both of which provide critical
protections.
Access Now is an international organization that defends and extends the digital rights of users at risk
around the world. By combining innovative policy, user engagement, and direct technical support, we
fight for a free and open internet that fosters human rights. As part of this mission, we operate a global
helpline for at-risk populations to mitigate online threats. Additionally, we work directly with
lawmakers at local, national, and international levels to ensure policy decisions are focused on the
rights of people, particularly underrepresented populations. As an organization, we have focused
extensively on data protection and connectivity issues.1
Access Now Supports MIPA
MIPA is a strong comprehensive privacy bill and this committee should move it forward. States should
be enacting privacy protections given the failure of Congress to pass a federal comprehensive privacy
law. Below, I argue that privacy is a fundamental human right and of critical importance in today’s
society. Then, I describe specific aspects of MIPA that empower online autonomy and choice, and
increase overall privacy protection.
Privacy Is a Fundamental Right and Is Important to People
Privacy is a fundamental human right, but most people do not understand how their data is mined and
used by companies all over the world, and similarly have minimal control over those practices.2
Companies discreetly collect, process, store, and disclose unprecedented quantities of private,
personal information about every one of us. Such extensive and granular data collection reveals a lot
about a person, and this is especially dangerous for historically marginalized individuals and
communities. While data minimization (the concept that a company shall collect only as much data as
is necessary to provide its service) has been a core privacy principle for decades, very few companies
take it seriously.3
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The public dislikes these data practices and wants the government to do something about it, and
rightfully so.4 “Nearly three-quarters of Americans want the federal government to establish national
privacy standards.”5 According to a poll released last month, nearly 60 percent of people believe their
social media activity and location information is not safe.6
Private information is susceptible to breaches and leaks, more than ever before, and can cause
irreparable harm to people, especially communities of color. For example, one recent study revealed
that women, black people, indigenous people, and people of color are more likely to be victims of
cybercrimes, particularly identity theft.7 A few years prior, the Federal Trade Commission found
similarly that “African American and Latino consumers were more likely to be fraud victims than
non-Hispanic whites.”8
Over twenty states have already introduced their own privacy bills while Congress has not found
common ground to pass a national privacy framework.9 A survey of Republicans and Democrats
showed people of both parties want state legislatures and Congress to prioritize privacy legislation,
with 75% of respondents placing responsibility on state legislatures to act, and 72% saying Congress
should act.10
Major hacks of social media platforms are becoming more and more common and affecting millions of
people, necessitating stronger privacy protections to help avoid such exposure. In January 2021, a
Chinese social media management company called Socialarks exposed information gathered from 214
million Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn profiles—information like full names, subscriber data,
country of residence, phone numbers, and other contact information.11 In April 2021, the credit
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reporting agency Experian got hacked, compromising the private credit reports of millions of people.12
Recently, in August 2021, T-Mobile learned that a bad actor illegally accessed and acquired personal
data and compromised over 50 million customers, former customers, and prospective customers,
including SSN, name, address, date of birth, and driver’s license.13
Massachusetts residents cannot control their own digital identity without a modern data protection
law. MIPA can lead the way and set an example for other states to follow.
MIPA Includes Several Provisions that Empower Choice and Protect Privacy
Massachusetts should enact strong data protection legislation for its people to remedy the
shortcomings in U.S. law. MIPA provides a comprehensive privacy framework that would significantly
change the privacy landscape in the state, particularly on protections for biometric and location data,
consumer rights, and civil remedies. Below, I focus on four important provisions in MIPA that should be
retained.
MIPA gives users more power over their data. MIPA gives people the right to access, correct, transfer,
and delete their personal information. Currently, people who use online services generally must fully
agree with the company’s data practices, or they cannot use the service. There is no in-between. MIPA
would at least give people more control over the data companies collect about them, allowing them to
better control their online identities. Specifically, MIPA would allow people to access the data a
company has collected about them, and if that person finds errors, or simply wants that data deleted
or moved to another service, they are entitled to take those actions. These provisions offer important
rights that are often missing, or difficult to take advantage of, online.
Data portability is important for increasing online competition as well. By allowing individuals to
obtain and move their data across different services, MIPA increases individuals’ agency over their
information and choices and promotes “competition by allowing new entrants to access data they
otherwise wouldn’t have, enabling the growth of competing platforms and services.”14 A few large
players have a significant advantage over small start-ups, namely, “massive data sets collected over
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years, if not decades.”15 The ability for people to transfer data histories directly to those smaller
competitors increases their ability to compete.
MIPA heightens protections for biometric and location data. MIPA would require covered entities to
inform in writing and obtain handwritten consent by individuals when collecting and processing
location or biometric data and additional consent to disclose it to third parties. Covered entities would
also be required to establish a retention schedule and guidelines for permanently destroying
biometric or location data, and the bill places limits on the data’s monetization.
The collection and use of biometric data, particularly face data, poses significant risks to individuals.16
Processing biometric data can lead to error and present extreme risks to privacy and civil rights. Data
collection and processing can “reduce opportunities for Black, Hispanic, Indigenous, and other
communities of color, or actively target them for discriminatory campaigns and deception.”17
Biometric surveillance is becoming an all-encompassing tool for the companies to track where we are,
what we are doing, and who we are with, regardless of whether we are suspected of a crime. For
example, a mobile analytics company called Mobilewalla collected location data, device IDs, and
browsing histories from over 16,000 devices in Black Lives Matter protests in several major cities across
the USA. With that data, Mobilewalla used “artificial intelligence” to predict people’s demographics
like race, age, gender, and zip code.18 The protestors likely had no idea the company was collecting and
processing data in such an intrusive way.
The collection of location data is also particularly harmful. Recently, the Federal Communications
Commission took enforcement action against the then-four major wireless providers because they
were selling location data to third parties.19 Those third parties in turn sold that data to a variety of
other entities, including bounty hunters.20 Not only can location data lead to physical harm like data
being sold to bounty hunters, but can also be used to target people in private situations, such as when
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one anti-abortion group used location data to serve ads to women seeking abortions and people at
methadone clinics.21
Companies are working hard to develop biometric and artificial intelligence systems based on
biometric data, and they are doing it with essentially no safeguards.22 Without reasonable limits,
biometric technologies threaten to enable companies (and by extension, law enforcement) to
pervasively track people’s movements and activities in public and private spaces and risk exposing
people to forms of identity theft that are particularly hard to remedy. MIPA places reasonable limits on
the processing of biometric and location information.
MIPA prohibits the use of deceptive interface designs used to obtain consent. MIPA prohibits companies
from obtaining consent through the use of a variety of interface designs that often confuse or mislead
people into consenting to particular data practices. For instance, the bill prevents obtaining consent in
ways that ask questions or provide information in ways that people cannot reasonably understand,
increase the work for the person to consent or not consent, or hide desired content or interface
elements. MIPA would also create a new information privacy commission and require it to develop a
recognizable and uniform logo or button to promote short-form privacy notices.
Companies have increasingly been employing deceptive design interfaces (also known as “dark
patterns”) to influence individual choice online and MIPA would provide safeguards for consumer
autonomy. Access Now defines dark patterns as a “user interface design choice in a product or service
that attempts to influence a person’s decision, often toward a decision that is against the person’s best
interests and in favor of the provider’s interest.”23 Dark patterns are a serious concern, as they can
cause extensive harm to people, particularly vulnerable people. These deceptive interface designs are
especially effective against those without a college education and the elderly because these
populations may lack the skills, knowledge, or ability to understand how these practices work.24 Dark
patterns can lead people to over-share personal information, potentially leading to harms like data
breaches. For example, ‘Privacy Zuckering,’ named after Facebook’s CEO, is when an online platform
tricks someone into publicly sharing more information about themselves than intended.25
Given the pervasive use of dark patterns by major online companies, MIPA’s limitations on these
harmful practices are necessary to protect people from the harm that stems from them. By prohibiting
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the use of deceptive design interfaces, and requiring a uniform logo button to promote short-form
privacy notices, MIPA protects consumers and ensures individual autonomy by limiting the use of
design tricks that coerce customers into wasting time, money, or sharing private information. If
companies do not follow those rules, MIPA would hold those companies to account.
MIPA ensures robust enforcement with a private right of action. MIPA creates a private right of action
that will allow aggrieved people to hold the violator directly accountable in state court. A privacy law is
only as effective as its enforcement, and allowing individuals to bring lawsuits will help ensure
companies comply with the law.
Other private rights of action have been successful. For example, Illinois’s biometric privacy law allows
users whose biometric data is illegally collected or handled to sue the companies responsible.26 The
private right has been used to take action against Clearview AI for scraping the facial data of millions of
people online.27 It has also been used to take action against Facebook’s practice of tagging people in
pictures with facial recognition software without consent.28 Without a private right of action,
individuals have to rely on federal or state enforcers, like the FTC, to protect their privacy. However,
“[m]arginalized communities historically have not been able to rely upon the government to protect
their interests, so individuals need to be able to vindicate their own rights.”29 Thus, MIPA should
include a private right of action.
MIPA is a positive framework for privacy protection and will place the burden of protecting against
harmful practices on the companies that collect and use the data rather than the people, and will help
users take back control of their personal information. For these reasons and others, Access Now
supports MIPA and hopes the legislature will act on it.
Access Now Supports IFA
Access Now also supports S.48, the “Internet Freedom Act.” Much like privacy, the federal government
has not imposed strong net neutrality protections. States should move forward with legislation
protecting against harmful and anticompetitive internet service provider (ISP) practices like paid
prioritization, interconnection issues, zero-rating, and data caps.30 The IFA appears to be modeled
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primarily on the California net neutrality law, SB 822.31 That law is the gold standard for net neutrality
protections, and Massachusetts should take steps to make it the law here as well.
It is critically important as a policy matter to protect net neutrality. As explained in an amicus brief
Access Now and other civil society organizations filed in the California litigation over SB 822, ISPs have
a history of undermining net neutrality and have long imposed zero-rating schemes.32 Furthermore,
competition in the ISP market is bleak, making disclosure-related solutions like Rep. Rogers’ H.134
insufficient.33 And while ISPs often argue that their response to the COVID pandemic and resulting
increases in traffic were handled smoothly and better than in other regions, those arguments are
misleading and rely on national average figures, which gloss over evidence of people hit particularly
hard by poor connections. In reality, the data does not clearly favor either side as the telecom industry
claims.34
The IFA’s provisions govern a wide variety of practices that should not be allowed. It covers the most
harmful, including blocking or throttling content and engaging in paid priority. Paid priority bans are
necessary because ISPs play a gatekeeper role over their subscribers’ internet access, and an ISP
should not be allowed to exploit that role and demand payments from online services to allow them to
connect to that ISP’s subscribers.
The Act also disallows circumventing the rules through interconnection practices. This issue was
prevalent in the 2015 Open Internet proceeding at the Federal Communications Commission, as there
was evidence in the record that ISPs were, rather than outright throttling services, allowing congestion
to occur at their interconnection points, resulting in months-long service degradation.35 This is just as
harmful as outright throttling services, and the IFA rightly prevents it.
Zero-rating is another harmful practice that should be curtailed or prevented. Essentially, an ISP may
“zero rate” a service by exempting it from a data cap or allowance. This potentially anticompetitive
practice harms people by nudging them to use services the ISP has chosen to make more easily
accessible to the subscriber—usually an affiliated service, or potentially one that has paid for the zero
rating. For instance, if AT&T zero-rates its own HBO over its network, subscribers are much more likely
to use that service than a competitor like Netflix or Hulu that is not similarly zero-rated.36 Such zero
rating harms Netflix, Hulu, other competitors, and the person using the device because they are less
likely to use their preferred service and instead use the one that does not count toward a cap. Under
IFA, if an ISP would like to zero-rate certain services, it may do so, but the ISP cannot accept
compensation to do it, and must zero-rate an entire category of services like “entertainment” or
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“video” services, which would mean HBO and Netflix, Hulu, and other competitors would gain the
same benefit.
Access Now also supports the COVID-19 emergency provisions that prevent increasing prices or
shutting off connections for pandemic-related hardship. Access to the internet can save lives,
particularly during public health crises. Limiting or shutting off access to the internet has apparent
problems. When governments shut down or slow access to the internet, or block or restrict access to
social media platforms, websites, and other sources, it harms people and interferes with their human
rights. This has led the United Nations to condemn internet shutdowns during the COVID-19 pandemic.
37
In a recent report, Access Now recommended, among other things, that governments make it easier
for people to access the internet during the pandemic and ensure broadband was affordable.38
Specifically, it suggested that governments “should require telcos not to disconnect anyone [from the
internet] for pandemic-related reasons.”39 Massachusetts should be commended for attempting to do
precisely that.
Conclusion
Access Now supports both MIPA and IFA, and the legislature should move both bills forward. Thank
you for your time and attention to these important issues. I look forward to continuing to work with
you.
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